Abstract:
This paper presents an approach for providing terminology Web services for controlled vocabulary terms. Services are implemented within a service oriented framework. A set of experimental services for genre vocabularies are provided through the MS Office Research pane, a built-in feature of Internet Explorer (IE) when users have loaded MS Office 2003. Web browsers, such as Mozilla Firefox and Opera, also provide side-bars which could be used to deliver loosely-coupled Web services.
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1. Introduction
Along with subject, the genre of a creative work is one of the most important factors in determining if a resource will be used. In simple terms, genre means type or class. In the Dublin Core metadata element set, the Type element is used to describe the “nature or genre of the content of a resource” (1).

Popular book, movie, and music web sites routinely categorize resources by genre (2-4). At the highest level, literary works are commonly classified as fiction or nonfiction; musical works as classical or popular; and films as documentary or fiction. These categories are further divided into sub-genres which are often subdivided into deeper-level categories.

1.1. Genre Vocabularies
For resource description, there are many controlled vocabularies that can be used to describe the genre of a work. The DCMI Type Vocabulary is one example. It includes values such as, Image, Sound, and Text which can be used to describe the nature, or, mode of expression for a work. Catalogers of library materials can choose from more than 60 lists of controlled terms that have been approved for this purpose (5).

Recognizing the value of genre terms for resource discovery, OCLC researchers have prototyped a series of web services for genre vocabularies as part of the OCLC Terminology Services Project (6).

2. Terminology Services Project
The goal of the Terminology Services Project is to make the concepts in knowledge organization schemes more accessible to people and computer applications. Terminology services are Web services for various types of knowledge organization schemes, including subject heading systems, thesauri, and controlled lists of genre terms.

2.2 Encoding Genre Vocabularies
Before a Web service can be developed for a given knowledge organization scheme, it is often necessary to convert the concept data from word processing documents or HTML pages to more structured data formats, for example, the MARC 21 Format for Authority Data. MARC 21 was chosen for the project
because it includes mechanisms for coding common controlled vocabulary elements, such as preferred and non-preferred terms, term relationships, term mappings, and the source of the content and origin of changes (7). A snippet of the DCMI Type value ‘Image’ encoded in MARC XML is shown in Figure 1. Data field tag “040” subfield code “a” contains the MARC organization code for DCMI, the originator of the content; subfield code “c” contains the code for OCLC Research, the party responsible for converting the content to the MARC format. The genre term ‘Image’ is coded in tag “155” and the associated genre term ‘Still Image’ is coded in tag “555”.

The SKOS core, an RDF schema for thesauri and related knowledge organization schemes, and the Zthes 0.5 schema are also suitable formats for encoding vocabulary resources. The Zthes 0.5 encoding for ‘Image’ is shown in Figure 2. The end products are XML files that can be used as the basis for terminology Web services.

![Figure 1 MARC encoding of DCMI Type value ‘Image’](image1.png)

3. Terminology Web Services

The implementation of Web services support in several widely-adopted platforms and applications presents an opportunity to offer terminology Web services in a variety of modular arrangements. OCLC Research is making a set of services for genre vocabularies available on an experimental basis. Services are provided through the MS Office Research pane, a built-in feature of Internet Explorer when users have loaded MS Office 2003. An illustration of the service architecture is shown in Figure 3.

Vocabularies can be stored as full text databases, SQL databases or XML files, and can be accessed with SRW/U, REST or SOAP based interfaces. Using MARC XML as input, OCLC’s experimental implementation uses the OCLC Pears full text database software along with an SRW Web service interface to access the vocabularies. The terminology Web service acts as a proxy to the vocabularies providing query and markup translation along with authentication and authorization, when necessary.

The MS Office Research pane provides a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) to Web services and integrated services to the application hosting it. The MS Office Research pane appears as a side-bar in most MS Office 2003 applications and Internet Explorer. OCLC’s experimental terminology Web service takes advantage of the provided infrastructure to interact with Web based metadata editing applications.

OCLC’s experimental terminology Web service is a service provider that is loosely-coupled to the MS Office Research pane service consumer. The functionality of the MS Office Research pane could be duplicated in other applications and environments. Web browsers, such as Mozilla Firefox and Opera, also provide side-bars which could be used to deliver loosely-coupled terminology Web services that interact with Web based metadata editing applications.

As a side-bar application, the MS Office Research Pane provides users the ability to conveniently interact with remote databases without interrupting their interaction with their main application (e.g., a metadata editing application in the main window in IE). Information retrieved in the Research Pane (e.g., a genre term) can be easily transferred into the main application.
4. Next Steps

Using a phased approach, OCLC is providing access to several genre vocabularies, beginning with GSAFD, a list of genre terms for fiction and drama, the DCMI Type Vocabulary, and the Newspaper Genre List. Additional genre vocabularies and thesauri will be offered in later stages of the project.
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